What stories do you think about whilst looking at art? And whose voice is speaking?

This is a book of new fiction written in response to contemporary visual art set alongside manuscripts and images of work by the artists who inspired it. It is an exploration of relationships between visual and written fictions, full of tangents and digressions, and of biographies imagined, embroidered and real. This book celebrates consonances between art writing and practice, and the pleasures of the fallible.
George Eliot’s (22 November 1819 – 22 December 1880) pivotal position in the history of the novel is attested by some of the most distinguished novelists. Reviewing Middlemarch in 1873, Henry James concluded, “It sets a limit, we think, to the development of the... Eliot was also an innovator. In the words of D. H. Lawrence, “It all started with George Eliot; it was she who put the action on the inside,” thus giving impetus to the rise of the psychological novel, where the most significant actions derive from the motives of the characters rather than from external events. George Eliot was an English poet and novelist. Check out this biography to know about her childhood, family life, achievements and other facts related to her life. George Eliot was an English novelist, poet, journalist, as well as a translator. Her real name was Mary Ann Evans but she used a male pen name, as female authors were believed to be writing only lighthearted novels in those days and she wanted to be taken seriously as well as break that stereotype. She authored seven novels, known for their realism and psychological insight. Her books were mainly appreciated for their descriptions of rural society, and she believed that there was much interest and importance in the mundane details of ordinary country lives. in this category All categories computer consumer electronic. music book, magazine movie, video toy, game hobby, culture antique, collection sport, leisure automobile, motorcy. fashion accessory, clock beauty, health care food, drink house, interior pet, living thing office work, store flower, gardening ticket, gold certif. goods for baby star goods comics, anime goods real estate charity other.